Abstract-By incorporating domain knowledge, simple greedy procedures can be defined to generate reasonably good solutions to many optimisation problems. However, such solutions are unlikely to be optimal and their quality often depends on the way the decision variables are input to the greedy method. Indirect optimisation uses meta-heuristics to optimise the input of the greedy decoders. As the performance and the runtime differ across greedy methods and meta-heuristics, deciding how to split the computational effort between the two sides of the optimisation is not trivial and can significantly impact the search.
I. INTRODUCTION
In EAs, the term genotype describes the domain searched by an algorithm, that is the search space on which operators are applied. In order to assess solutions, a phenotype is required. The phenotype represents the domain in which a solution can be evaluated, or in other words, a domain that can be read by the fitness function. Not only does using alternative genotypes allow some problems to be modelled efficiently by EAs, but it may also map a problem to a domain which is more adapted to these algorithms. Most scheduling problem use genotypes that differ from phenotypes. For example, most state of the art methods to the well-studied Permutation Flowshop Scheduling Problem (PFSP) [1] generate permutations that are translated into a schedule that can be evaluated, for example by computing its makespan. The function translating the genotype into a phenotype is often referred to as a decoder.
In the case of PFSP, all studies use the same decoder and there are no known alternatives to it. This may not be the case for all problems for which several decoders can be defined, resulting in different phenotypes for a given genotype. Consequently, decoders to a same problem can result in solutions of different quality. In addition, decoders can be of different complexity or incorporate different quantity of domain-specific knowledge, impacting the runtime of the optimisation process or the fitness landscape.
The introduction of a decoder in the optimisation process may also be motivated by the need to help the optimisation algorithm to produce good solutions from the start of the search, to satisfy constraints or by the need to produce solutions of reasonable quality with a reduced number of fitness evaluations.
There is a large body of literature on the topic of indirect optimisation, revealing that it has been applied to many areas of computational intelligence including set covering problem [2] , constraint satisfaction and graph colouring problems [3] , routing and sequencing [4] , project scheduling [5] or Bayesian network structure learning [6] , [7] , [8] .
Using decoders enables the applications of well-researched algorithms that rely on standard representations to real-world problems in a wide range of domains such as telecommunications [9] , nurse scheduling [10] , web service composition [11] or transportation [12] .
This paper studies how the use of different decoders, combined with different meta-heuristics impacts the search and proposes an analysis of the tradeoff between spending computational efforts on decoding or on optimisation. In order to propose several decoders for the same problem, a new artificial scheduling problem is proposed and instances with distinct characteristics generated. All encoders take a permutation as input.
The paper is organised as follows. First, the artificial scheduling problem and the instance generator used for experiments are described in the next section. In Section III, the different greedy procedures considered for the problem are detailed. Section IV describes the meta-heuristics selected for the study. The experimental procedure and associated results are presented in Section V before concluding in Section VI II. THE SCHEDULING PROBLEM For the purpose of this study, an artificial permutation problem is created. The motivation behind the creation of an additional scheduling problem lies in the fact that most existing scheduling problems do not leave room for many greedy procedures to be implemented and are therefore not suitable for the present study. The proposed problem is simple and enables the definition of many greedy algorithms, with different level of domain knowledge. In this section, the new artificial problem is presented along with an instance generator.
A. The Problem
A set X of n jobs needs to be scheduled on a set M of m machines. In this problem, all machines handle the same number of jobs each and so k ∈ 1, n m . The objective of the problem is to find an allocation x i,j,k , where x i,j,k = 1 if job X i is allocated to machine M j in position k, 0 otherwise, such that max i C i is minimised. C i is defined as:
(1) and subject to:
The completion time C i of each job X i depends on its runtime on the machine P i,j and on its position k on this machine. A fraction of P i,j that depends on its position on the machines is added to the runtime. This fraction is set so that it increases the completion time of jobs with low values of k more significantly. The proportion of P i,j has been set in order to account for the relative positions of the jobs on a specific machine and for the purpose of the present study has been set to 1 9+k in (1).
B. Problem instances
A problem instance is defined by the cost matrix P i,j . In order to generate instances with different properties, the stochastic process described in Algorithm 1 is used. The process first generates a mean runtime μ i for a job by sampling a Gaussian distribution of mean μ and standard deviation α. In order to generate a runtime for each machine P i, j, another Gaussian distribution with mean μ i is sampled with standard deviation β. For this paper, μ was set to 100 and kept unchanged across instances. We refer to instances using the notation n-m-α-β-id. 
for j ← 1, m do 5:
end for 7: end for 8: Output P i,j
III. GREEDY PROCEDURES
All greedy procedures designed for the problem follow a generic overall method in which items of an input permutation π are allocated to a machine at a specific position k iteratively. The overall process is described in Algorithm 2. Although this process is common to all methods, the allocate function that determine the machine and the position at which the job should be performed differs. In this section, five greedy decoders are described. 
x πi,j,k = 1 6: end for
A. Length Greedy Procedure (LG)
The Length Greedy procedure (LG) allocates the next job X πi to the first machine that has not reached its maximum number of jobs n/m, at the last position available as illustrated in Figure 1 . Outline of the procedure is provided in Algorithm 3. The Width Greedy procedure (WG) allocates the next job X πi to the machine that can process it at the smallest position. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 and Algorithm 4.
LG and WG do not incorporate much problem information and so they both can be described as naive. One of their common characteristics is that each input permutation π results in a distinct schedule and so all possible schedules can be explored using these methods.
C. Finish Greedy Procedure (FG)
As shown in Figure 3 and Algorithm 5, the Finish Greedy procedure (FG) loops through all machines and allocates the job X πi to the machine on which it can complete at the earliest time. return machine, position 5: end function bestM achine = 0, bestP osition = 0, bestScore = −1 3:
if position ≤ n/m then 6: if position = 1 then 7:
else 9:
end if 11: if bestScore = −1 | bestScore > score then 12: bestScore = score 
D. Start Greedy Procedure (SG)
Similar to FG, the Start Greedy procedure (SG) loops through all machines and allocates the job X πi to the machine on which it can start at the earliest time. It is detailed in Figure 4 and Algorithm 6.
bestM achine = 0, bestP osition = 0, bestScore = −1
3:
if position ≤ n/m then return bestM achine, bestP osition 19: end function
E. Execution Greedy Procedure (EG)
The final decoder is the Execution Greedy procedure (EG). Similarly to FG and SG, EG loops through all machines and allocates the job X πi to the machine on which its processing time is the shortest. It is detailed in Figure 5 and Algorithm 7.
Unlike WG and LG, FG, SG and EG all have additional problem knowledge in the sense that some optimisation is done within these algorithms. The three methods generate schedules while trying to minimise a time objective, whether this is finish, start or execution time. While WG and LG are by definition able to cover the whole space of possible schedules, FG, SG and EG may not as many input permutation may result in similar schedules. bestM achine = 0, bestP osition = 0, bestScore = −1
if position ≤ n/m then 6:
if bestScore = −1 | bestScore > score then 8: bestScore = score
bestM achine = j return bestM achine, bestP osition 15: end function
F. Performance and runtime of the greedy procedures
In order to describe the different greedy procedures introduced in this paper in terms of performance, runtime and landscapes, preliminary experiments were run on selected instances. For this experiments, 100 instances of each problem characteristics were generated. For each instance, 100 solutions were randomly generated, each used as input to all greedy procedures. The resulting fitness values were collected and plotted.
Three pairs of {α, β} were selected. These are {0.9, 0.1}, {0.9, 0.3} and {0.9, 0.9}. As illustrated in Figures 6, 7, 8 for dimensions 50x5, these give different profiles with respect to the performance of the greedy procedures. When α = 0.9 and β = 0.1, the difference between the best greedy approach (EG) and the worst ones (LG, WG and SG) is 7%. When α = 0.9 and β = 0.9, this difference reaches 83%, showing that instances generated with the latter values of α and β are more challenging for LG, WG and SG.
It is also interesting to observe the worst solutions obtained by the greedy methods. Across all instances, LG and WG appear to produce the worst solutions in comparison with other approaches. This is in line with their principle that allows both LG and WG to generate every possible phenotype that exists to a problem. This is not the case with the three other algorithms that incorporate extra problem knowledge which will naturally
LG WG FG SG EG Fig. 6 . Schedule quality using the five greedy search on instances generated using α = 0.9 and β = 0.1 LG WG FG SG EG Fig. 7 . Schedule quality using the five greedy search on instances generated using α = 0.9 and β = 0.3 prevent very poor phenotypes to be evaluated. While this seems a good feature, especially when little computation is available, it may not always support search algorithms and introduce plateaux, where several solutions produced, have similar fitness values. Plateaux are often a challenge for algorithms such as GAs because they prevent discrimination between solutions and so affect selection. Additional experiments were performed to gain insight on the difference between the greedy methods in terms of runtime. 1000 solutions were generated for three types of instances for problems of dimensions 50x5 and evaluated using each greedy procedure. The average runtimes associated with each and associated standard deviations are provided in Table I . Experiments were run on a standard PC (2.5 GHz CPU, 8GB LG WG FG SG EG Fig. 8 . Schedule quality using the five greedy search on instances generated using α = 0.9 and β = 0.9 RAM) using R. As expected, the runtimes correlate with the amount of problem knowledge incorporated into each greedy procedure. The two most naive methods, LG and WG, exhibit the fastest profiles and the difference between their runtime and those of the three remaining techniques is large and statistically significant (based on student t-tests).
FG and EG are the two methods taking the longest time to translate a genotype into a phenotype and there is no significant difference between the two. SG's runtime is between those of LG and WG and those of FG and EG. Thus, in terms of runtime, the 5 greedy approaches exhibit 3 distinct profiles. 
IV. META-HEURISTICS
In order to optimise the input to the greedy procedures described above, three meta-heuristics were selected: a Hill Climber (HC) local search algorithm, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a new algorithm which evolves a population of solution by generating multiple neighbours for selected solutions. In this section, we describe each of the three methods.
A. Hill Climber
The pseudo-code of the standard HC used in the study is presented in Algorithm 8. The mutation operator chosen to define the neighbourhood is the swap operator which swaps two randomly selected elements from a permutation. Note that the initial solution is chosen as the best among 2n randomly generated solutions denoted as pop, to reduce the impact of poor initial solutions on the search. Preliminary experiments using alternative operators (insert and adjacent swap) were also investigated but did not yield better results.
B. Genetic Algorithm
The GA used in this study is a standard generational GA. Its outline is provided in Algorithm 9. It uses elitism of size 1, a population size of 2n, a tournament selection of size 3, partially matched crossover with crossover rate cRate = 0.8 and swap mutation with mutation rate mRate = 0.1.
C. Mutations on Selection Algorithm (MOSA)
A third algorithm called Mutations on Selection Algorithm (MOSA) is introduced in order to provide an alternative to the simple naive HC and the GA. Similarly to the GA, this algorithm evolves a population of solutions. However, it does not use any crossover operator and relies on a mutation Generate x by applying mutation to xbest 8: if f (x) < fbest then 
Add xbest to newpop 6: while |newpop| < |pop| do
Select p 1 and p 2
8:
Generate offsprings c 1 and c 2 by applying crossover to p 1 and p 2 with probability cRate
Mutate offsprings c 1 and c 2 by applying mutation with probability mRate
10:
Evaluate c 1 and c 2
11:
Add c 1 and c 2 to newpop 12:
end while 13: end for 14: return xbest operator to generate new solutions as does HC. The outline of MOSA is provided in Algorithm 10. The algorithm starts by generating an initial population at random. The population is then evaluated and ranked. At each generation, truncation selection is used to select the best k% of pop. Selected solutions are then mutated cyclically one after the other and inserted into the new population until newpop is of the same size as pop. This means that each selected solution will generate multiple offsprings in the next population. The overall best solution xbest seen during the search is returned.
For the experiments presented in this paper, for consistency between algorithms and based on preliminary results, the population size is set to 2n and the truncation size is set to 5% of the population size.
MOSA essentially makes use of the ranks of solutions to direct the search and favours small genotype changes rather than larger ones such as those resulting from the use of crossover operators. This matches the principles of other algorithms coupling either mutation or probabilistic model sampling and selection mechanisms to move in the search space [7] , [13] . 
Select subset selection of k solutions from pop by truncation 7:
while |newpop| < |pop| do 9:
Mutate selection j and insert into newpop 10: if j = |selection| then 11: 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental setup
The main experimental analysis aims to provide insights on how the pairing of meta-heuristics and greedy procedures perform on instances with different characteristics (different n, m, α and β). For this purpose, all combinations were evaluated on each problem family. To reduce the bias that could potentially be introduced when randomly generating an instance, 5 instances were created for each {n, m, α, β} set. The maximum number of fitness evaluations used as stopping criteria for all algorithms is provided in Table II . These were chosen based on preliminary experiments on sample instances in order for all algorithms to have enough time to converge. Problems of size 20, 50 and 100 are considered. For each, two values of m are considered, m = n/2 and m = n/10, that is problems where a solution will consist in 2 and 10 jobs per machine respectively. A total of 50 runs were performed for each set of algorithms on each instance. Student t-test with Bonferroni correction was performed to test statistical differences in results between strategies for each problem family. Combinations that are statistically better than others are highlighted in bold in the result tables. Tables III, IV and V show the average fitness obtained by each combination of meta-heuristics and greedy procedure for each family of problem. Note that the results provided are averaged over 50 runs on each of the 5 instances produced for a given problem characteristic and so are overall averaged over 250 runs.
Experiments first highlight differences in terms of quality of solutions produced by the different meta-heuristics without particular consideration for the greedy procedure chosen. Generally speaking and as expected, HC is the least performing method. Although the GA used in this study is better than HC, the overall best meta-heuristics is the proposed MOSA, which makes use of both local move operators and of a population. Figures 9 and 10 show the fitness of the best solution found over time for GA and MOSA respectively and so confirm that both algorithms do not suffer from early convergence issues. While both methods continuously produce solutions for improving fitness, MOSA does so in a faster manner. It is particularly apparent in the early stages of the search, where the mutation operator used in MOSA leads to faster improvements than the combination of mutation and crossover used by the GA. The extent of the difference between the algorithms is also correlated with the instance characteristics as illustrated in Figure 11 , where the relative percentage deviation between MOSA and GA is shown for dimension 50. This shows how much better the results of MOSA are than those of GA. Because the value is positive on all instances, MOSA always outperforms GA. In general, the deviation increases as β increases. This reflects higher differences between the job costs in the P i,j matrix.
By incorporating a different amount of problem information in the different greedy procedures, bias was introduced towards some of them, expecting to perform better on random solutions. This was confirmed by the earlier experiments for which results were provided in Figures 6, 7 and 8 . When considering the use of a meta-heuristics that may not be particularly adapted to the problem, such as the GA used in the present study, the importance of the greedy procedure is key to obtaining good final solutions. When considering GA, the use of FG and EG guarantees a better final solution that other greedy approaches. However, when considering MOSA, overall better adapted to this problem, the choice of the greedy procedure becomes less important and on many instances, leads to the same final results. This is without considering the runtime associated with each of the greedy methods. Reported results are based on a fixed number of fitness evaluations, similar to all runs, regardless of the runtime. As seen in Table I , the runtime can vary significantly across greedy methods with FG at least 5 times Fig. 11 . ARPD of GA vs MOSA for combined with all greedy procedures on all instances of size n=50 more computationally expensive than WG for example and thus the choice of the greedy method should be recommended based on the computational time available.
Finally, experiments also highlighted the importance of carefully designing greedy procedures. For example, regardless of the meta-heuristic chosen and despite having some problem information embedded, SG produces solutions of particularly bad quality. Despite Figures 6, 7 and 8 showing that its performance is similar to LG and WG based on random solutions, it actually proves worst than LG and WG when used as part of an indirect optimisation strategy. In this particular case, the knowledge embedded into the greedy procedure acts as a constraint that prevents some phenotypes to be produced, some of them likely to be of high quality.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a methodology to compare greedy procedures and the optimisation of their input has been introduced. A novel artificial problem, an instance generator and five greedy methods presented. Three optimisation algorithms were used to perform the indirect optimisation, including a novel algorithm, MOSA, which exhibits better performance than a GA and a HC.
Beyond the simple comparison of meta-heuristics, the analysis shows the influence of the greedy methods within an indirect search framework. While greedy procedures that contains a lot of problem knowledge (e.g. EG) are essential with some meta-heuristics like HC and GA, they can be substituted by more naive approaches (e.g. LG, WG) when combined with better meta-heuristics like MOSA. This can prove particularly useful when considering the runtime of individual greedy procedures, where naive approaches take considerable less time to decode a solution.
The analysis performed in this paper provided good insights on how meta-heuristics and greedy decoders can interact. However, more elements should be considered in order to get a more complete picture. Future work should incorporate fitness landscape analysis and highlight how landscapes associated with each decoder may support different optimisation techniques. Finally, the impact of the problem characteristics α and β should be further studied.
